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ABSTRACT
The effects of attending to one or another of an object's attributes on neuronal representations of
that object were investigated using extracellular recordings. A female rhesus monkey performed
a delayed match to object attribute (DMSA) task, in which she alternately matched object
orientations and object colors. In half of the task conditions, only one attribute matched the
sample, forcing the animal to apply the current matching rule and ignore the irrelevant-attribute.
Multiple simultaneous single-unit extracellular recordings were made in the ventrolateral
prefrontal cortex (VLPFC) and anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) while the monkey performed the
task. Neuronal selectivity for matching rule, object attributes, attribute relevance, response
choice, and congruency were assessed using multi-factor ANOVAs.
Attribute-selective responses were common in both cortical areas during the sample and delay
periods, but were not significantly modulated by attribute relevance. There were few interactions
between color-selective and orientation-selective responses according to the ANOVAs,
suggesting that these attributes were represented independently. Significant effects of attribute
relevance, response choice, and congruency appeared in both areas after the delay period, when
the probe appeared onscreen. VLPFC cells were more active during incongruent and non-match
conditions, when responses had to be suppressed. ACC cells were more active during congruent
and match conditions, when active response suppression was not required. The results indicate
that although prefrontal cortex often shows a bias for relevant information (Rainer et al, 1998), it
may not do so if the task requires frequent alternation of attentional sets or active suppression of
conflicting responses. The data also indicate that the VLPFC's role in managing attentional 'set'
(Banich et al, 2000; Milham et al, 2001) is performed in conjunction with active stimulus
comparison and response selection (e.g., Rushworth et al, 1997), not during working memory
maintenance. The ACC may facilitate the reactivation of response tendencies that had been
actively suppressed, possibly as part of a larger role in managing response conflict (Botvinick et
al, 2004).
Thesis Supervisor: Earl K. Miller
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Introduction
The ability to filter incoming visual information strategically and selectively is
essential to many complex cognitive behaviors. This ability depends critically on the
prefrontal cortex (PFC). In studies of awake, behaving monkeys, the activity of single
neurons in PFC has been shown to discriminate visual stimuli based on their features,
their locations in space, or both (Funahashi et al., 1989; Fuster et al., 1982; Rao et al.,
1997; Rosenkilde et al., 1981; Watanabe, 1981). These responses depend not just on the
physical properties of the stimuli, but also on their significance in terms of the subject's
current expectations and goals (Asaad et al., 2000; Rainer et al., 1998; White and Wise,
11999).
Our laboratory has explored the joint representation of visual objects and their
context-dependent significance in PFC under a variety of behavioral demands. In one
experiment, monkeys were required to locate a target within a three-object sample array,
and then indicate whether the target appeared in the same location in a test array. Nearly
half of the recorded PFC neurons responded differently to identical arrays, depending on
which location contained the target. For many of these cells, the response to the target in
the preferred location was the same amplitude, whether the target appeared alone or
within an array (Rainer et al., 1998). In another experiment, monkeys had to make a
categorical judgment, using stimuli that varied smoothly from one set of category
exemplars ("cats") to another ("dogs"). PFC neurons showed similar responses for
stimuli belonging to the same category, even though the stimuli were physically different;
and dissimilar responses for stimuli belonging to different categories, even when those
stimuli looked nearly the same (Freedman et al., 2001). Despite differences in the task
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demands and stimulus sets used in these two studies, both demonstrated an important
characteristic of object representations in PFC: Relevant information is preferentially
encoded, and irrelevant information is not. Thus, when objects in an array are to be
ignored, their presence makes little impact on neuronal responses; and when dissimilar
stimuli have equivalent meaning within a category, their distinguishing features are, at
best, only weakly encoded.
I extended these earlier investigations by examining the case where a subject must
selectively attend to some subset of an object's attributes. This issue is of concern for
describing the neural basis of adaptive behavior, and it is reflected in everyday
experience. For example, imagine hunting through a toolbox for a screwdriver. If you
intended to use the screwdriver to unscrew a screw, you would focus on the size and tip
shape of screwdrivers you encountered in your search. If you wanted instead to use the
screwdriver to pry up a lid, you would focus on the screwdrivers' shaft diameter and
length. This example illustrates how different attributes of an object may become the
focus of attention, depending on one's goals and needs.
In order to learn whether the representation of an object in PFC changes depending on
which of its attributes is attended, I trained a monkey to perform a delayed-match-to-
sample-attribute task (DMSA). In this task, the monkey had to indicate whether a probe
object matched the previously viewed sample object along the relevant attribute
dimension. The sample objects were characterized by two attribute dimensions, color
and orientation, and the relevant attribute alternated between blocks. In each block, the
monkey had to attend to the relevant sample attribute, and ignore the irrelevant sample
attribute. This task is similar to the category-matching task of Freedman and colleagues
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(Freedman et al., 2001), in that a set of probe objects matching along attribute dimension
A, but varying along attribute dimension B, form a natural category. However, the
stimuli used in this experiment were classifiable by two orthogonal dimensions rather
than just one, and the locations of "category" boundaries were determined by which
sample attribute was relevant, and thus changed dynamically from one block to the next.
In the experiments by Freeman and colleagues, the monkeys were trained on only one set
of categories at a time, and the category boundaries were fixed during each set of
recording sessions (Freedman et al., 2002). Consequently, the DSMA task enabled me to
investigate the neuronal effects of dynamic shifts of attention from one object attribute to
another, much as the experiment by Rainer and colleagues had examined dynamic shifts
of attention from one location in space to another (Rainer et al., 1998).
The DMSA task bears many similarities to the Stroop task and Wisconsin Card-
Sorting Task (WCST). In the WCST, for example, the subject must sort cards according
to one of three possible stimulus dimensions (number, shape, and color). Because the
relevant stimulus dimension changes without prior warning, the subject must monitor his
or her performance and adapt to new reward contingencies by ignoring a previously
relevant stimulus dimension and attending to a different one (Grant & Berg, 1948). In
the Stroop task, subjects must read from three cards, one of which has the names of
various colors printed in incompatible ink colors (e.g., the word "blue" printed in red
ink). When given this third card, subjects are instructed to say the color of each word
while ignoring the word's (incongruent) lexical attribute (Klein, 1964; MacLeod &
MacDonald, 2000). Numerous functional imaging studies in humans using tasks such as
the Stroop and WCST have shown activation of dorsolateral and ventrolateral PFC as
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well as anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) and lateral intraparietal cortex (Carter et al.,
1995; Duncan and Owen, 2000; Durston et al., 2002; Konishi et al., 1998, 1999; Menon
et al., 2001; Pardo et al., 1990; Peterson et al., 2002; Rubia et al., 2003; Rushworth et al.,
2001; Van Veen et al., 2004). Few such studies, however, have been done in non-human
primates. Using fMRI, Konishi and colleagues found activation in the posterior
ventrolateral prefrontal cortex (VLFPC) in monkeys and humans performing a task
analogous to the WCST (Konishi et al., 1999; Nakahara et al., 2002), but the response
properties of single neurons remain unexplored. Because of these findings, and because
VLPFC receives the majority of prefrontally directed afferents from areas TE and TEO
(Webster et al., 1994), which play a critical role in processing object attributes such as
shape, texture, and color (Gross et al., 1972; Ungerleider and Mishkin, 1982), I believed
that VLPFC neurons likely play a role in representing relevant attribute information.
As noted above, ACC is typically activated in the Stroop task and the WCST. Many
other studies have found ACC activation occurring in conjunction with a wide variety of
cognitively demanding tasks (reviewed in Ridderinkhof et al., 2004). A model of ACC
functioning proposed by Cohen and colleagues (Botvinick et al., 2001, 2004; Cohen et
al., 1990; MacDonald et al., 2000) notes that a common feature of all of these tasks is
response conflict: Each stimulus is capable of automatically eliciting two or more
possible responses, only one of which will ultimately be expressed by the subject. Under
these circumstances, selecting the "best" response may require engaging additional
executive control processes. Cohen and colleagues suggest that the ACC monitors the
need for these additional attentional resources, and activates the lateral PFC when they
are required. Although this hypothesis has received substantial support from functional
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imaging studies, it has not been tested extensively using single-unit electrophysiological
techniques. The DMSA task is well suited to testing this hypothesis, because response
conflict is present during conditions in which one of the probe attributes matches the
sample object and the other does not. Because areas 12 and 47 of VLPFC are among the
few lateral prefrontal areas directly connected to ACC (Barbas and Pandya, 1989; Pandya
and Barnes, 1987; Pandya et al., 1981), any modulatory influence of ACC on neural
activity in lateral PFC might be expected to be rapid and robust. Consequently, I chose to
record from ACC as well as VLPFC.
The objective of this experiment was to test the generality of the hypothesis that the
VLPFC preferentially represents relevant information. If the generality of this hypothesis
was confirmed, I wanted to see whether the representation of preferred categories in
VLPFC, as documented by Freedman and colleagues (Freedman et al., 2001, 2002),
signifies a generalized mechanism for selectively attending to subsets of object
properties. Because alternately attending to different sets of object attributes has the
potential to create response conflict, I also set out to test the model of ACC and lateral
PFC function proposed by Cohen and colleagues. If that model is correct, I expected to
find strong effects of response conflict in ACC but not in VLPFC, and greater ACC
activation when conflict was present than when it was absent.
Methods
Subject
An adult female rhesus macaque (macaca mulata) weighing 6 kg was used for this
experiment. Recording chambers were implanted surgically over the ACC and the
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VLPFC using stereotactic coordinates. A titanium post for immobilizing the head was
implanted in an earlier surgery. All surgical procedures and post-operative care were
conducted in accordance with the guidelines of the National Institutes of Health and the
Animal Care and Use Committee of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Before implanting the recording chambers, I collected coronal and sagittal structural
images of the monkey's entire head using a 1.5T magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
scanner. The monkey was anesthetized with ketamine and placed in a stereotax, which
was carefully leveled and aligned in the scanner using a positioning light beam. The
anatomical images provided a detailed map of the ACC and lateral PFC, and enabled me
to place the recording chambers as described below. The ACC recording chamber was
centered directly above the anterior tip of the genu of the corpus callosum, so that its
anterior edge was located above and 1-2 mm forward of the anterior terminus of the
cingulate sulcus (Fig. 1B). Based on these landmarks and earlier anatomical mapping
studies (Pandya and Barnes, 1987), I judged the chamber to be positioned directly above
area 24. The ventrolateral recording chamber was centered over VLPFC, ventral to the
principal sulcus and anterior to the ventral arm of the arcuate sulcus (Fig. 1A). A
craniotomy approximately 1 cm in diameter was made within each recording chamber.
The MRI scans indicated that this opening was wide enough to allow access to much of
the medial/lateral extent of the cingulate sulcus in both hemispheres.
Recording Techniques
Data were collected while the monkey sat in a primate chair with her head fixed,
facing a CRT monitor with a refresh rate of 60 Hz located 52 cm away. A cylindrical
metal bar projected through the front panel of the primate chair. By grasping and
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:releasing this bar, and thereby closing or opening a circuit, the monkey could relay her
behavioral decisions. A juice spout was positioned in front of the monkey's mouth for
reward delivery. An infrared camera centered directly below the monitor provided video
images of eye movements and enabled eye position tracking at 60-Hz resolution via
dedicated video processing hardware (Iscan, Cambridge, MA). Although the experiment
only required central fixation, the eye tracking system was freshly calibrated each day
using both central and distal fixation targets in order to ensure that gains and offsets were
accurate.
Extracellular recordings were made with thin-wire tungsten microelectrodes (FHC
Instruments, Bowdoinham, ME). Multiple simultaneous penetrations were made using
screw-turned miniature microdrives that controlled either a single microelectrode or a
pair of microelectrodes (Nichols et al., 1998). These microdrives were attached to
custom-made plastic grids with holes spaced 1 mm apart that fit snugly inside the
recording chambers. Each grid rested on the lip of the chamber so that the bottom
surface of the grid was always the same distance from the cortical surface, and was
aligned each day within the chamber using set screws as reference points.
To minimize damage to the electrode tips as they descended through tissue, I lowered
them through dura-piercing guide tubes made from 23 G needles. I tried to optimize the
guide tube lengths so that they pierced the dura while doing minimal damage to the
cortical surface, following a procedure developed in our laboratory by Jonathan Wallis.
Before recording, the depth of the dura was mapped at multiple grid locations. In my
initial recordings, I positioned the guide tubes such that their tips penetrated 2 mm below
the surface of the dura. After withdrawing the electrodes at the end of the experiment, I
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measured their impedances. If the impedances had dropped below 400 KQ2, or if the
recording quality on a particular channel had been poor, I positioned the guide tube tip
0.5 mm lower for the following recording session. Using this approach, I was able to
record successfully from the same locations over several consecutive days, suggesting
that the guide tubes did minimal damage to the cortex.
The ACC recordings were mostly made in the upper bank of the cingulate sulcus. A
few penetrations targeted the lower bank of the sulcus. I referred to the structural MRI
images and used auditory feedback to determine the appropriate depth. I lowered the
electrodes until neuronal activity was detected, and then allowed the brain to settle for 1 -
2 hours. I attempted to get the best possible isolation on each channel, but no effort was
made to select neurons based on their response properties. I, therefore, obtained an
unbiased sample of cells at each recording site. Recording sessions typically lasted 2 -
3.5 hours. The monkey was usually willing to work for much longer than she was willing
to sit still while the brain settled, so it was sometimes necessary to cut the settling period
short. On these occasions, I recorded for as long as the monkey was willing to work, and
excluded the unstable portions of channels that showed evidence of drift from subsequent
analysis.
Spike waveforms were amplified, filtered, digitized at 40 KHz, and stored for offline
sorting (Plexon Systems, Dallas, TX). Clusters of waveforms with inter-spike intervals <
2 ~tsec were considered to be multi-unit, and were not included in the analysis. Before
analyzing each neuron, I visually inspected its rastergram to check for drift over the
course of the experiment. If drift was evident only near the beginning or end of the
experiment, I discarded the corresponding trials from the analysis of that unit. If visual
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inspection of the rastergram suggested that the recording was unstable over the entire
session, I discarded the cell.
Behavioral Task
In the traditional delayed-match-to-sample (DMS) task, the subject is briefly
presented with a sample object and, after an intervening delay, a probe object. The
subject must compare the probe object to the sample, and indicate whether they are same.
In my modified version of this task, the monkey had to indicate whether the probe
matched the sample along the relevant attribute dimension, disregarding whether it
matched along the irrelevant dimension. The probe stimuli were filled solid bars, 5° x 1°
in size, whose color and orientation were pseudo-randomly varied. The monkey
performed blocks of trials in which the relevant probe attribute (color or orientation)
alternated between blocks. The relevant attribute assigned to the first block was
alternated between recording sessions.
At the beginning of each trial, the monkey was required to grab and hold the bar in
the front panel of the primate chair. If she released the bar prematurely, the response was
counted as an error. Once the monkey was holding the bar, a white fixation spot
appeared in the center of the screen. The monkey had to acquire fixation and maintain it
within a 2° x 20 square window for 600 msec. While the monkey continued to fixate, the
sample stimulus was displayed at the center of the visual field. At this point, the fixation
window was expanded to 3.50 x 3.5° and remained this size for the remainder of the trial.
Enlarging the fixation window was necessary because when stimuli were displayed and
the monkey's pupils suddenly contracted, the eye tracking system produced a small
(approximately 0.5°), transitory upward deflection of the eye position trace. Visual
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inspection of the camera image indicated that this deflection did not correspond to an
actual eye movement. The eye tracking system calculates eye position by comparing the
location of the corneal reflection with respect to the center of the pupil. I speculate that
there might have been a small degree of perspective distortion due to the camera's
placement below the animal's sightline, tilting upward toward the eye. During the period
of rapid pupil contraction, this distortion might have produced an error in computing the
exact location of the pupil center. Once the pupil's aperture reached a steady state, the
eye tracking system recovered and no further problems were noted.
The sample stimulus remained on the screen for 500 msec, and was followed by a
1000-msec delay period. After the delay, a probe object was displayed. If the relevant
attribute of the probe matched the sample, the monkey had to release the bar within 800
msec to receive a reward of four drops of apple juice. If the relevant attribute of the
probe did not match the sample, the monkey had to continue fixating and holding the bar.
After the offset of the probe and an intervening 200-msec delay, an object matching the
relevant sample attribute was displayed. The monkey was rewarded for releasing the bar
when she detected this object. If the monkey made an error, the reward was withheld and
a timeout delay of 1500 msec was imposed as punishment.
Each block of 16 trials was preceded by a set of "cue" trials that told the monkey
which attribute was relevant. When color was relevant (color-matching rule), the sample
object was a solid filled circle with a diameter of 30 (Fig. 2A). Because the only attribute
that could be compared with the probe was color, such a trial signaled that subsequent
trials would also be color-matching trials. When orientation was relevant (orientation-
matching rule), the sample object was an elongated (6.250 x 0.50 °) filled grey bar. The
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monkey quickly learned to compare this sample object's orientation to that of the probe.
'None of the probe objects ever matched the sample's hue (Fig. 2B), and subsequent trials
in the block were all orientation-matching trials. To ensure that the monkey adequately
processed the cue trials and shifted her attention to the relevant attribute, she was
required to perform three cue trials correctly before proceeding to the rest of the trials in
the block.
After completing the cue trials, the monkey proceeded to the DMSA trials. The
sample objects in DMSA trials were solid, filled bars the same size and shape as the
probe stimuli. Each day a new set of four sample objects was generated using two
different color attribute values and two different orientation attribute values. The
relevant sample attributes for the cue trials used the same color and orientation values as
the DMSA trials.
Although the sample set consisted of only four stimuli, the set of probe objects was
much larger. For each sample orientation, I defined a set of 48 possible non-matching
probe orientations. To ensure accurate perceptual discrimination, all 48 non-matching
orientations differed from the sample orientation by at least 22.50, a difference sufficient
to produce consistently high performance. The range of possible non-matching
orientations, then, consisted of the set of angles between 0° and 180°, excluding the
sample angle and a 45° gap surrounding it. Dividing this range by 48, I obtained a set of
non-match angles that varied from one another by about 2.70, and evenly covered the
non-matching orientation space.
Just as each sample orientation value had 48 possible non-matching orientations, each
sample color value had 48 possible non-matching colors. As with non-matching
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orientations, non-matching colors were easily discriminated from the sample color, and
included a large number of perceptually distinct hues. I defined a circular palette of 65
colors using 8-bit HSV color mapping in Matlab (The MathWorks, Natick, MA). By
using the maximal saturation and intensity values and varying only the hue, I was able to
adapt the procedure I had used for selecting non-matching orientations to selecting non-
matching colors: For each sample hue, I excluded the eight hues to either side of it on the
color wheel from the set of possible non-matching probe colors. The remaining 48 hues
made up the non-match set for that sample color. I recognized, however, that while a
fixed angular difference between two orientations is always perceived as the same
distance, no matter what the specific orientation values are, the same is not true for fixed
angular differences between hues on a color wheel. For instance, it might be possible for
a subject to discriminate a pair of hues near the red or blue portions of the color wheel,
but not two hues near the yellow or green portions of the color wheel that are equally far
apart. I considered doing psychophysical testing to determine the monkey's
discrimination thresholds empirically, but was concerned that such testing might have
caused her to become more experienced at color discrimination than orientation
discrimination, with possible consequences for the respective attentional demands of the
two tasks. Instead, I visually inspected each set of non-matching probe hues and shifted
the set boundaries as needed so that the non-matching hues closest to the sample value
would still be perceptually distinct. This procedure assumed that my color discrimination
capabilities would be a reasonable model for those of the monkey. Research comparing
human and macaque photopic sensitivity and hue discrimination thresholds provides
support for this assumption (De Valois and Jacobs, 1968; De Valois et al., 1974), and the
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monkey's subsequent performance on the color-matching task indicated that she could
easily discriminate these non-matching colors from the sample.
Thus, for any sample object, there were always 49 possible matching probe objects (a
total that includes probe objects that were identical to the sample), each of which had a
distinct irrelevant attribute value. My intention in making the irrelevant attribute value so
difficult to predict was to encourage the monkey to attend to, and retain in working
memory, only the value of the relevant attribute.
A key feature of the experiment was that the conditions used in each DMSA block
were exactly, the same, and only the preceding cue instruction trials indicated which
attribute was relevant. When both of the probe attributes matched the sample or neither
of them did, the correct behavioral response was the same for both attribute-matching
rules (Fig. 3). I referred to these trials as congruent trials. When one of the probe
attributes matched the sample and the other did not, the correct behavioral response
differed depending on which attribute was relevant. These trials were labeled
incongruent trials, because the behavioral responses suggested by each attribute
dimension were incongruent (Fig. 3). During the experiment, all these trial conditions
were randomly interleaved and balanced to provide approximately equal numbers of
congruent match, congruent non-match, incongruent match, and incongruent non-match
trials for each of the two matching rules.
The lack of cues during the DMSA trial indicating which attribute was relevant
increased the difficulty of the task. I sometimes noted during training that although the
monkey performed certain blocks extremely well, on other blocks she appeared to
become confused, making several errors in a row. To keep the performance for each
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matching task as consistent as possible across trials and blocks, a single instruction trial
was run immediately after the monkey made a mistake in order to remind her which
attribute was relevant. These "hint" instruction trials used the same sample stimuli as the
"cue" instruction trials; they differed only in that they were presented during the DMSA
block rather than at the beginning. After a hint trial, DMSA trials resumed.
Data Analysis
Behavior
My analysis of the monkey's behavior had two objectives: First, I wanted to verify
that the monkey had mastered the task, and to rule out the possibility that she might have
achieved success by guessing or using an unorthodox behavioral strategy. Second, I
wanted to determine whether the monkey's performance was impaired on incongruent
DMSA trials, and/or enhanced on congruent DMSA trials.
To address the first objective, I compared the monkey's accuracy in each recording
session to that expected by chance (i.e., 50% correct, because each trial had two response
alternatives), using binomial tests with a = 0.01. In addition, I compared her accuracy on
just the congruent and incongruent subsets of DMSA trials to the 50% "guessing" rate.
Failure to perform above this rate on incongruent trials would indicate that the monkey
had failed to attend to the relevant attribute. If, by contrast, the monkey performed
significantly better than chance for incongruent but not congruent conditions, it would
suggest that she had adopted an incorrect strategy of attending to one attribute and
alternating between two different stimulus-response mapping rules: match-to-sample and
non-match-to-sample. For example, suppose the monkey had paid attention only to the
sample object's color, and had used a match-to-sample rule when color was relevant and
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a non-match-to-sample rule when orientation was relevant. She would then be expected
to perform well on incongruent conditions because the non-match-to-sample-color rule
would produce the same behavioral output as a match-to-sample-orientation rule. When
color was the relevant sample attribute, she would also perform well on congruent
conditions; but when orientation was the relevant attribute, she would perform poorly on
congruent conditions. If the monkey performed better than chance for both congruent
and incongruent DMSA conditions, however, and did so consistently from one block to
the next (as well as from one experiment to the next), it would support my contention that
the monkey had mastered the task and performed it using the desired behavioral strategy
(i.e., by alternately matching sample color and sample orientation).
To determine whether the monkey exhibited any pre-potent response tendencies, such
as a preference for releasing the bar when the probe appeared, I aggregated the trial
outcomes over all the experiments and computed the monkey's accuracy on match and
non-match conditions. I compared these percentages using two-tailed x2 tests for 2 x 2
contingency tables, for which the square root of the 2 statistic is compared to the 0.005
quantile of the standard normal distribution (Conover, 1999)1. In an effort to detect any
attentional bias that might have favored one attribute over the other, I used the same test
procedure to compare performance on DMSA trials during color-matching and
orientation-matching blocks.
To determine whether the monkey's performance was impaired on incongruent
DMSA trials or enhanced on congruent DMSA trials, compared to instruction trials, I
In every case where I made a statistical comparison of two proportions, I used the method for 2 x 2
contingency tables described in (Conover, 1999), because the test statistic is simpler to calculate. For 2 x 2
contingency tables, the number of degrees of freedom is always one. For large sample sizes, Conover
recommends using a normal approximation, so the resulting test statistic is z rather than 2. All subsequent
references to the 2 test in which two proportions were compared used this procedure.
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analyzed accuracy and mean reaction times. Reaction times for "match" conditions were
calculated as the time from the onset of the first choice stimulus (the probe) until bar
release. Reaction times for "non-match" conditions were calculated as the time from the
onset of the second choice stimulus until bar release. Over many weeks of training prior
to recording, I used t tests (a = 0.01) to verify that average reaction times were
significantly faster for non-match conditions than for match conditions. This finding had
been anticipated due to the distinct cognitive demands these conditions placed on the
monkey at the moment the matching choice stimulus appeared. On non-match trials, the
monkey could reliably expect that the second choice object would match the sample, and
could therefore release the bar as soon as she detected this object. On match trials,
however, the decision to release the bar was always preceded by an evaluation of the
probe object. Given these different behavioral demands, I performed separate analyses
for match and non-match conditions.
Comparing DMSA trials to instruction trials allowed me to assess the effect of the
irrelevant attribute on accuracy. I treated the monkey's performance on instruction trials
as a baseline, reasoning that the sample objects used in instruction trials had only one
attribute available for comparison with the probe. For each set of conditions, I
aggregated trial outcomes as before and computed the percentage of correct trials for
congruent DMSA trials, instruction trials (including both cue and hint trials), and
incongruent DMSA trials. To first establish whether there was any effect of congruency
on accuracy, I compared the monkey's performance on congruent DMSA trials and
incongruent DMSA trials using the x2 test. If such an effect were found, it would suggest
facilitation by the irrelevant attribute during congruent trials, interference from the
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irrelevant attribute during incongruent trials, or both. Using /2 tests, I looked for
evidence of facilitation by comparing accuracy for congruent DMSA and instruction
trials, and for evidence of interference by comparing incongruent DMSA and instruction
trials.
I used the same approach to analyze the effects of the irrelevant attribute on reaction
times: First I compared congruent and incongruent DMSA trials, and then I looked for
specific evidence of facilitation or interference by comparing each set of DMSA
conditions with instruction trials. Reaction times for each subset of conditions were
calculated using correct trials only. Trial data were aggregated over all recording
sessions, and comparisons were made using two-tailed t tests.
In principle, the cognitive demands of the task were the same regardless of which
sample attribute was relevant, and I had no reason to believe a priori that an influence of
the irrelevant attribute on behavior would depend on which particular attribute was
irrelevant. Nevertheless, I ran the analyses described above on separate subsets of color-
matching and orientation-matching conditions to see whether differences in the pattern of
putative effects would be apparent.
Neuronal activity
The two peri-stimulus time histograms (PSTH) in Fig. 4 show how one VLPFC cell's
mean firing rate was modulated by task events. In these histograms, trials are aligned on
the time of sample onset. Match trials are plotted in the top PSTH; non-match trials, in
which the monkey must wait for the second choice stimulus before releasing the bar, are
plotted separately on the bottom. These histograms were generated and inspected for
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every cell analyzed. They allowed me to assess visually the cell's range of firing rate
modulation and its responsiveness to task events. By comparing the two histograms after
the time of probe onset, I could see whether the monkey's behavioral decision had any
effect on the cell's activity. Also, I could check for excessive response variability by
comparing the two histograms up until the point of probe onset.
i. Definition of task periods
The histograms in Fig. 4 illustrate how trials were subdivided into separate time
periods for analysis. The 1500 msec before the onset of the fixation point was taken as
the inter-trial interval (ITI). A 600-msec fixation period began when the monkey
acquired fixation. To allow for visual response latency, the 500-msec sample period was
defined as beginning 100 msec after sample onset, and lasting until 100 msec after
sample offset. The delay period began 100 msec after sample offset and lasted 900 msec,
until the time of probe onset.
Because the probe was visible on-screen for a longer period of time during non-match
trials than during match trials, I distinguished between "early probe" and "late probe"
periods. The early probe period represented the cells' initial response to the probe object,
and began at the time of probe onset. For each cell, I determined the start and end times
of the early probe period as follows: I calculated the monkey's average reaction time to
release the bar during congruent match conditions, which I expected to produce the
fastest bar-release responses. The early probe period ended 50 msec before this mean
bar-release time. Across all the cells I analyzed, this time period ranged from 234 msec
to 311 msec in duration. During non-match trials, the cells continued to respond from the
end of the early probe period until the onset of the second choice object several hundred
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msec later. I defined this period, which included the 200-msec delay period between the
two choice objects, as the late probe period. The duration of the late probe period ranged
from 689 msec to 766 msec. Also for non-match trials, an additional period was defined
that began at the onset time of the second choice object, and lasted until one SD before
the average congruent non-match reaction time. The duration of the second choice object
period ranged from 106 msec to 188 msec.
Activity during the bar-release period was averaged over a 250-msec period
beginning 50 msec before the monkey released the bar. The pre-release interval was
restricted to 50 msec in an attempt to exclude transitory visual responses evoked by the
onset of the second choice stimulus on non-match trials. Activity during the post-release
period was averaged over an 1800 msec period beginning 200 msec after bar release.
For statistical analyses of neuronal activity, each task period was analyzed
independently. Only correct trials were used for these analyses, and all tests were
evaluated at a = 0.01 unless otherwise noted.
II. Evaluation of responsiveness
The cell whose activity is illustrated in Fig. 4 clearly showed different levels of
activation during different task periods. To quantify these effects, I compared each cell's
mean firing rate during the fixation (baseline) period to its mean firing rate during each of
the other task periods using paired, two-tailed t tests. Because there were nine task
periods to evaluate, the criterion level used for each test was a = 0.001; this ensured that
the family-wise error rate for all nine tests was less than 0.01. These analyses included
all correct match and non-match trials, including instruction trials. If a cell's firing rate
(luring any task period was significantly different from the baseline rate, it was classified
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as task-responsive. Within each epoch, a cell's response was classified as excitatory if it
was significantly greater than baseline, and inhibitory if it was significantly less than
baseline.
For each cortical area, I compared the proportions of excitatory and inhibitory
responses during each epoch using binomial tests. 2 tests compared the percentage of
task-responsive cells and the proportions of excitatory and inhibitory responses in ACC
and VLPFC.
Preliminary comparisons of PSTHs for different subsets of trials suggested that some
cells responded more robustly to sample stimuli during instruction trials than during
DMSA trials (e.g., Fig. 5). This finding might have indicated a preference for instruction
sample stimuli, or it might have reflected the relative frequency with which they were
viewed. Alternatively, it might have resulted from an enhanced response during "hint"
trials, which used the same sample stimuli as the block-cueing instruction trials. To
address this issue, and to determine whether hint trial and cue trial responses differed, I
compared neuronal firing rates during hint, cue, and DMSA trials for the sample and
delay periods. Because DMSA trials were the most numerous trial type and hint trials
were by far the least numerous, I used a non-parametric test (Wilcoxon rank sum test, a =
0.0033) that made no assumptions about the underlying distributions of mean firing rates.
Three rank sum tests (family-wise error rate < 0.01) were performed for each task period:
DMSA vs. hint, DMSA vs. cue, and hint vs. cue. To ensure adequate sample sizes, I
performed statistical comparisons involving hint trials only if at least 20 correct hint trials
had been obtained during the period of stable recording for that cell. The proportion of
VLPFC and ACC cells showing significant effects of trial type was compared for each
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task period using x2 tests. For each cortical area and task period, I also calculated the
frequency of particular significant contrasts to compare the overall pattern of effects. The
'DMSA' category included cells that showed significantly higher firing during DMSA
trials for a particular task period; 'hint' and 'cue' categories included cells that showed
significantly higher firing during hint and cue trials, respectively.
Ill. Evaluation of selectivity
Because the animal had to retain the relevant matching rule in working memory
during the ITI and fixation periods, I tested for rule selectivity during these periods using
two-tailed t tests. During the sample and delay periods, two additional factors were of
interest besides the matching rule: the color and orientation of the sample stimulus. For
both of these periods, I performed a three-way ANOVA on matching rule, sample color,
and sample orientation. For the early probe period, bar-release period, and post-release
periods, I performed three-way ANOVAs with matching rule, response condition (i.e.,
match or non-match), and congruency as factors. Because the late probe and second
choice object periods were defined only for non-match trials, I performed two-way
ANOVAs on matching rule and congruency for these epochs. I used a two-tailed t test to
compare the average firing rate during the late probe period of non-match trials to that of
a "post-probe" period for match trials, which I specified as starting at the end of the early
probe period and lasting 50 msec.
I analyzed overall cell activity and selectivity for sample attributes during instruction
trials in addition to DMSA trials, in order to determine whether effects were similar
across trial types. Selectivity for sample attributes during instruction trials was assessed
using a two-way t test on sample color (for color-matching instruction trials) or sample
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orientation (for orientation-matching instruction trials), and the presence of neuronal
selectivity and its conformity to the attribute value preferences seen in DMSA trials was
noted.
Results
Behavioral performance
The monkey performed this cognitively demanding task extremely well (Table 1),
achieving accuracy well above chance (50% correct) on all groups of conditions (multiple
binomial tests: z > 58, p < 0.01). As expected, the monkey's reaction time was
significantly slower on match trials than on non-match trials (compare Fig. 6B and Fig.
7B). For instruction trials (t test, match vs. non-match: t = 85.9,p < 0.01), the mean
reaction time difference was 146.4 msec. For DMSA trials (t test, match vs. non-match: t
= 142.6,p < 0.01), the mean reaction time difference was 161.4 msec. As noted earlier,
these mean reaction time differences reflected the different cognitive demands that were
operative at the time the stimulus matching the sample was displayed. I, therefore,
performed separate analyses for match and non-match conditions.
Match conditions
On DMSA trials, the monkey performed color matching and orientation matching
equally well (binomial test: z = 0.8, p > 0.01), suggesting that she was not biased for
either attribute when comparing probe to sample (Fig. 6A). On instruction trials, the
monkey did slightly better identifying matching orientations than matching colors
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(binomial test: z = 5.1,p < 3.8 x 10-7), but the difference in accuracy was small (2.5%;
Fig. 6A). While attribute relevance had a minimal effect on accuracy, it had a strong
effect on reaction times (Fig. 6B). When color was the relevant attribute, the monkey
took 32.3 msec longer to respond to the probe on instruction trials (t test, t = 15.0,p < 5.0
x 1049), and 29.6 msec longer on incongruent DMSA trials (t test, t = 11.3, p < 5.8 x 10-
:29). Even on congruent DMSA trials, in which the probe was identical to the sample, the
monkey took significantly longer (7.2 msec) to respond when color was relevant (t test: t
= 4.8, p < 1.6 x 10-6).
On incongruent DMSA trials, interference by the irrelevant attribute produced
striking deficits in both accuracy and reaction time. Compared to her near-perfect
performance on instruction trials (98.4% correct), the monkey's performance on
incongruent trials was significantly worse, only 84.0% correct (binomial test: z = 18.6, p
< 0.01; Fig. 6A). Not only did she make more mistakes on incongruent trials, she also
responded more slowly (Fig. 6B). On instruction trials, her mean reaction time was 344.3
E- 0.04 msec, whereas on incongruent DMSA trials, it was 383.7 ± 0.05 msec, nearly 40
msec longer (t test: t = 22.1, p < 8.9 x 10-104). To determine whether the reaction time
deficits due to attribute relevance and to trial type were independent, I performed an
ANOVA on reaction times using these two factors. Strong effects were observed for
each factor alone, but there were no significant interactions between them (F = 0.61, p =
0.44).
Whereas the irrelevant attribute produced interference on incongruent DMSA trials, it
produced facilitation on congruent DMSA trials. The monkey's excellent performance
on instruction trials (98.4% correct; Table 6A) left little room for improvement in
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accuracy (congruent DMSA trials, 99.1% correct; binomial test: z = 2.5,p > 0.01), but
her average reaction time was 20.4 msec faster (t test: t = 15.7,p < 5.1 x 10-54).
Non-match trials
Interference from the irrelevant attribute caused the monkey to make more errors on
matching incongruent DMSA trials, and the same proved to be true for non-matching
incongruent DMSA trials (Fig. 7A). Compared to non-matching instruction trials, the
monkey was significantly less accurate (binomial test: z = 12.2, p < 0.01). By contrast,
she made significantly fewer errors on congruent DMSA trials than on instruction trials
(binomial test: z = 5.2, p < 2.0 x 10-7), an enhancement of performance accuracy that I
had not observed for match trials. Examining the non-matching instruction trials more
closely, I found that the monkey's performance was nearly perfect when orientation was
relevant (98.1%), but only 92.2% when color was relevant (Fig. 7A). Because of the
ceiling effect for orientation-relevant trials, no facilitation of performance accuracy was
seen (binomial test: z = 1.2, p = 0.24). For color-relevant trials, however, the effect was
highly significant (binomial test: z = 7.0, p < 2.1 x 10-12).
It would be reasonable to expect the monkey's reaction times on correct non-match
trials always to be the same, regardless of task condition, because the second choice
object always matched the sample. Instead, I found small but significant differences in
average reaction time depending, as for match trials, on attribute relevance and
congruency. Although match trials revealed a reaction time increase when color was
relevant, non-match trials showed a small reaction time decrease (Fig. 7B). Only for
incongruent DMSA trials was this decrease significant (t test: t = 7.2, p < 5.5 x 10'3); on
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these trials, the monkey's response was 15 msec faster when color was relevant. The
other trial types, however, showed a similar trend: a 5.8 msec decrease in mean reaction
time on instruction trials, and a 3.2 msec decrease on congruent DMSA trials (Fig. 7B).
Just as for match trials, reaction times on congruent DMSA trials were significantly
faster compared to instruction trials (t test: t = 6.7, p < 2.5 x 10-1 ). Unlike match trials,
however, reaction times did not increase on incongruent DMSA trials. Indeed, when
color was relevant, the monkey's responses on incongruent DMSA trials were
significantly faster than on instruction trials (t test: t = 3.8,p < 1.6 x 104; Fig. 7B).
Neuronal Responses
Despite the fact that I did not specifically seek out neurons with task-related
responses, I found that 107 of 114 VLPFC cells (94%) and 79 of 80 ACC cells (99%)
were responsive to task events such as stimulus presentation and bar release (paired, two-
tailed t tests for each task epoch: p < 1.0 x 10-3). Cortical areas did not differ
significantly in terms of overall responsiveness (2 test: z = 1.7, p = 0.09) or in
responsiveness during any single task period when epochs were compared individually
(multiple binomial tests: p > 0.48 for all). In each task epoch, roughly half of the
responsive cells had firing rates below the baseline rate (Fig. 8). Binomial tests
comparing the proportion of excitatory and inhibitory responses in each epoch showed no
significant differences for either VLPFC or ACC. I found no between-area differences in
the proportion of cells with firing rates above baseline for any task epoch (22 tests: p >
0.24 for all).
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In addition to comparing average firing rates in each task period to the baseline firing
rate, I compared the effect of trial type (DMSA trial, hint trial, or cue trial) on neuronal
responsiveness during each task period. To ensure an adequate number of hint trials for
these comparisons (see Methods), I restricted the analysis to 103 VLPFC cells and 68
ACC cells. The proportion of these cells whose responses were modulated by trial type is
shown in Fig. 9. In VLPFC, significant effects of trial type occurred most frequently
during the sample, delay, and probe periods, but for ACC these effects were also
commonly seen during the ITI and fixation periods.
I compared areas with respect to the frequency of particular significant contrasts.
Only seven VLPFC cells and eight ACC cells showed any significant differences
between hint and cue trials in any task period (binomial tests: VLPFC, p = 0.17; ACC, p
= 0.05). Hint trials occurred immediately after errors, and error-related signals have been
proposed to represent a mechanism for sharpening attention and executive control. Such
signals did not appear to be prevalent in either cortical area.
The most commonly occurring firing rate difference in VLPFC was between hint/cue
trials and DMSA trials during the sample and delay periods. In nearly all of these cases
(Fig. 10), firing rates were higher during hint/cue trials (2 tests: sample period, z = 4.6, p
< 3.4 x 10-6; delay period, z = 3.3,p < 8.6 x 104). In ACC, however, responses during
the sample and delay periods of DMSA trials were as likely to be enhanced as suppressed
compared with hint and cue trials (2 tests, p = 0.08).
Attribute Value Selectivity
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Many cells in both VLPFC and ACC were selective for particular sample attribute
values during one or more task epochs. Using the criteria described above, I classified 80
VLPFC cells (70%, N= 114) and 30 ACC cells (38%, N= 80) as attribute-selective
during the sample or delay periods. I found significantly more attribute-selective cells in
VLPFC cells than in ACC (2 test: z = 4.5,p < 6.2 x 10-6).
Of the 80 attribute-selective VLPFC cells, 69 (86%) were selective for sample
orientation, and 42 (53%) were selective for color. An example of an orientation-
selective cell is shown in Fig. 11, and an example of a color-selective cell is shown in
Fig. 12. The proportion of orientation-selective cells in VLPFC was significantly higher
than the proportion of color-selective cells (2 test: z = 4.6, p < 3.7 x 10-6). When
instruction and DMSA trials were analyzed separately, higher percentages of orientation-
selective cells were found in both cases. Because of the properties of the sample stimuli
used in the three condition groups (color-matching instruction trials, orientation-matching
instruction trials, and DMSA trials), analyzing instruction conditions required comparing
selective responses during two different sets of trials, while analyzing DMSA trials
entailed examining the effects of two different factors on responses during a single set of
trials. During instruction conditions, 49 of 114 VLPFC cells (43%) were selective for
sample attributes. Significantly more of these cells (41 of 49, or 84%) were selective for
sample orientation than for sample color (16 of 49, or 33%; 2 test: z = 5.1, p < 3.1 x 10-
7). During DMSA conditions, 69 of 114 VLPFC cells (61%) were selective for sample
attributes. Of these cells, 58 (84%) were selective for sample orientation while just 35
(51%) were selective for sample color; as was the case with instruction conditions, this
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bias for representing sample orientation was statistically significant (Z2 test: z = 4.2, p <
3.0 x 10-5).
Of the 69 VLPFC cells that were attribute-selective during DMSA trials, 26 (38%)
were selective for both attributes during the same task epoch, but only 7 (10%) showed
an interaction between sample color and sample orientation in the three-way ANOVA.
Fig. 13A shows one such cell, which was selective for a particular sample item during
both the sample and delay periods. For the most part, sample objects appeared to be
represented in VLPFC by two essentially independent neural codes, one for each attribute
dimension. An example of a cell that was both color-selective and orientation-selective
but showed no interaction between the two factors is shown in Fig. 14.
In ACC, 21 of 80 cells (26%) were orientation-selective, and 19 (24%) were color-
selective. In addition to having fewer attribute-selective cells, ACC differed from
VLPFC by showing no bias for sample orientation over sample color ( 2 test: z = 0.5, p =
0.60). Of the 25 ACC cells that were attribute-selective during DMSA trials, 9 (36%)
were selective for both attributes during the same task epoch, but only 2 of these featured
a significant interaction between sample orientation and color in the three-way ANOVA,
and could thus be considered item selective (Fig. 13B). An additional 2 cells featured a
significant interaction among all three factors, such that their optimal stimulus conditions
were impossible to classify in terms of simple attribute value preferences. For the other 5
ACC cells that were selective for both sample attributes during the same task period, I
found no interaction between orientation-selectivity and color-selectivity. Thus in both
cortical areas, over 80% of the attribute-selective cells appeared to maintain independent
representations of the two DMSA sample attributes.
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To assess whether attribute-selectivity was driven visually or by the working memory
demands of the task, I compared cells' activities during the sample and delay periods. In
both VLPFC and ACC, a majority of attribute-selective cells made differential responses
while the monkey viewed the sample object onscreen. In VLPFC, 47 of the 69
orientation-selective cells (68%) and 27 of the 42 color-selective cells (64%) were
selective during the sample period of instruction trials, DMSA trials, or both. In ACC, 15
of the 21 orientation-selective cells (71%) and 12 of the 19 color-selective cells (63%)
were selective during the sample period.
In VLPFC, a majority of attribute-selective cells were also selective when
information about the sample object had to be maintained in working memory. Of the 69
orientation-selective cells and 42 color-selective cells, 51 (74%) and 27 (64%),
respectively, were selective during the delay period. In ACC, smaller but still substantial
fractions of the attribute-selective cells were selective during the delay period: 13 of the
21 orientation-selective cells (62%), and 9 of the 19 color-selective cells (47%). For each
cortical area, the total number of cells with attribute-selective responses was the
equivalent for both task periods: In VLPFC, 60 cells were attribute-selective during the
sample period, and 58 were attribute-selective during the delay period (2 test: z = 0.4, p
=- 0.70), while in ACC, 20 cells were attribute-selective during the sample period, and 19
were attribute-selective during the delay period ( 2 test: z = 0.3, p = 0.80). This result
suggests that in both areas, information about sample attributes was represented as
effectively when the sample object was absent as when it was present.
To determine whether presumed working memory activity reflected the sustained
activation of attribute-selective responses to the sample object, I compared cell
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preferences during the sample and delay periods. In VLPFC, 24 cells were orientation-
selective during both periods, and all but 4 had the same preferred orientation during the
delay period as during the sample period. Thus, 20 of the 51 (39%) orientation-selective
"memory" cells in VLPFC behaved as though they were simply continuing to respond to
the sample object. By contrast, 11 of the 42 (26%) color-selective "memory" cells in
VLPFC were also color-selective during the sample period, of which only 7 (17%) had
the same preferred color during both periods. Thus, the proportion of delay-period
activity in VLPFC that could be interpreted as a sustained response to the sample object
was slightly higher for orientation-selective responses than for color-selective responses
(2 test: z = 2.4,p = 1.7 x 10-3). In ACC, 5 of the 7 cells that were orientation-selective
during both task periods maintained the same preferred orientation, a ratio similar to that
observed in VLPFC &( test: z = 1.2, p = 0.20). None of the 5 ACC cells that were color-
selective during the delay period was also color-selective during the sample period.
Because sample orientation and color were, for the most part, encoded independently
during DMSA trials, I wondered whether these preferences were generalized and
whether, therefore, they would apply to any stimulus of the appropriate orientation or
color. If so, then the sample objects presented during instruction trials should elicit
similarly selective responses. Only 30 of the 69 of the orientation-selective VLPFC cells
(43%) and 10 of the 42 of the color-selective VLPFC cells (24%) exhibited selective
responses during both instruction trials and DMSA trials. In ACC, only 4 of the 21
orientation-selective cells (19%) and 3 of the 19 color-selective cells (16%) showed
selective responses during both types of trial. These results indicated that most attribute-
selective cells did not respond in a generalized fashion; instead, other factors (e.g., shape,
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size, or block type) modulated their activity. Among the sub-population of cells that
were attribute-selective during both instruction and DMSA trials, however, most
preferred the same attribute value. In VLPFC, only 4 cells preferred different
orientations during instruction and DMSA trials, and only 1 cell preferred different
colors. The rest (26 orientation-selective cells and 9 color-selective cells) consistently
preferred the same attribute. By contrast, only 3 ACC cells consistently preferred the
same orientation in instruction trials as in DMSA trials, and only 1 ACC cell preferred
the same color. Because neuronal representations of each attribute were almost entirely
independent, I additively combined attribute response profiles for statistical comparison.
Significantly more VLPFC cells preferred the same attribute value in both instruction
trials and DMSA trials (j test: z = 3.0,p < 3.0 x 103), indicating that categorical
responses were more common in VLPFC than ACC.
Effect of attribute relevance on attribute value selectivity
During DMSA trials, the same sample stimuli were used in color-matching and
orientation-matching blocks, allowing me to assess the affect of attribute relevance on
attribute selectivity in VLPFC and ACC. If single neurons only represented information
about an attribute when that attribute was relevant, I expected to find significant
interactions between the factors of matching rule and sample orientation or sample color
in a three-way ANOVA. By contrast, if cells represented information about sample
attributes even when that information was not relevant, then interactions between the
matching rule and sample attribute values would not be significant.
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Whereas a large proportion of cells in both VLPFC and ACC was attribute-selective
according to the ANOVAs, very few cells in either area showed an interaction between
attribute selectivity and matching rule. In VLPFC, I found only 3 cells with a significant
Rule x Sample Color effect, and only 7 cells with a significant Rule x Sample Orientation
effect. In ACC, only 2 cells showed a significant Rule x Sample Color effect, and only 1
cell had a significant Rule x Sample Orientation effect. Additionally, 2 ACC cells
featured a significant interaction of all three factors. In neither area, therefore, did I find
that only relevant information about sample attributes was represented in cells' activity
(binomial tests: ACC, p = 0.52; VLPFC, p = 0.15).
Effects of matching rule
The use of a blocked design required that the monkey remember the current matching
rule during each task period of the trial. Prior to the onset of the probe object, knowledge
of the current matching rule might have played a role in selectively attending to and
remembering the relevant sample attribute. When the probe object was displayed,
knowledge of the current rule could have been applied in response selection. Even after a
response was made, and the monkey's behavior was rewarded (if correct) or punished (if
incorrect), she had to remember the rule for the next trial. I, therefore, tested each task
epoch for rule selectivity, and noted how frequently such activity occurred before and
after the probe was displayed.
I. Prior to probe display
During DMSA trials, only 6 VLPFC cells and 9 ACC cells showed a main effect of
matching rule prior to the onset of the probe object. In VLPFC, 1 cell was rule-selective
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during the ITI period, 1 was rule-selective during the sample period, and 4 were rule-
selective during the delay period (e.g., Fig. 15A). In ACC, 1 cell was rule-selective
during the fixation period (Fig. 15B), 3 cells were rule-selective during the sample
period, and 5 cells were rule-selective during the delay period. Interestingly, one of the
cells that preferred orientation-matching blocks during the delay period also showed a
significant main effect of matching rule during the ITI, but preferred color-matching
blocks. The percentage of rule-selective cells was significant in ACC (binomial test: p <
6.0 x 10-3) but not in VLPFC (binomial test: p = 0.30).
II. After probe display
Rule effects occurred more frequently in VLPFC after the onset of the probe object.
During the task periods that followed probe onset, 36 VLPFC cells showed an effect of
rule, and half of those showed a main effect (binomial test: p < 2.7 x 10-5). During the
early probe period, 4 cells showed a main effect of matching rule, and 9 cells showed
significant interactions between rule and the other two factors (response type and
congruency). An example of a cell with a main effect of rule during the early probe
period is shown in Fig. 15C. During the late probe period, 6 cells showed a main effect
of rule, of which 2 also showed a significant interaction between rule and congruency.
One additional cell did not show a main effect of rule, but did show an interaction effect.
During the display of the second choice object, 2 cells showed a main effect of rule, and
3 cells showed a significant interaction between rule and congruency. During the bar-
release period, 7 cells showed a main effect of rule and 11 cells showed significant
interactions between rule and the other two factors (one of the 11 also had a significant
main effect of matching rule). During the post-release period, 3 cells showed a main
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effect of rule and 2 cells showed significant interactions between rule and the other
factors. Among the cells with a main effect of rule, half preferred orientation matching
and half preferred color matching.
I found a main effect of matching rule during one of the task periods following the
onset of the probe object in 11 ACC cells (binomial test: p < 8.0 x 10-3). During the early
probe period, 9 cells showed an effect of rule, of which 3 had a main effect. During the
late probe period, 4 cells showed an effect of rule, of which 2 had a main effect. During
the display of the second choice object, only 1 cell was rule-selective. During the bar-
release period, 8 cells showed an effect of rule, of which 2 had main effects. An ACC
neuron with a significant Rule x Decision interaction is shown in Fig. 15D. During the
post-release period, 9 cells had significant effects of the matching rule, of which 4
showed main effects. Of the 11 ACC cells with a main effect of rule, 8 preferred
orientation matching and 3 preferred color matching. I found no significant difference
between the proportions of ACC and VLPFC cells selective for rule after probe onset (2
test, z = 0.2, p = 0.81).
Effect of congruency
Over one third of VLPFC cells (47 of 114) showed an effect of congruency during the
early probe period, late probe period, second test object period, bar release period, or
post-release period. Of those cells, 21 (18%) showed main effects during one or more of
those task periods (binomial test: p < 5.4 x 10-7). During the early probe period, 11 cells
showed congruency effects, of which 3 had a main effect. During the late probe period,
12 cells were congruency-selective, and 9 of those showed a main effect. During the
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second choice object period, 7 cells showed an effect of congruency, of which 4 had main
effects. During the bar-release period, 21 cells showed an effect of congruency, most of
which had a significant interaction between congruency and response type (match or non-
match). Only 2 cells showed a main effect of congruency during the bar-release period.
During the post-release period, 9 cells showed congruency effects, and 4 of those had a
main effect of congruency. Fig. 16A shows an example of a congruency-selective
VLPFC cell.
In ACC, 25 of 80 cells (31%) showed a significant effect of congruency, and 12 of
those cells had a main effect (binomial test: p < 8.5 x 104). Specifically, 8 cells showed
an effect during the early probe period, 7 during the late probe period, 2 during the
second choice stimulus period, 11 during the bar-release period, and 3 during the post-
release period. Fig. 16B shows an example of a congruency-selective ACC cell.
I found no significant differences between VLPFC and ACC in the percentage of
cells with congruency effects ( 2 test, z = 0.9,p = 0.35). What was striking, however,
was that among cells with main effects of congruency, those in VLPFC generally
responded more robustly during incongruent conditions (62%), whereas those in ACC
overwhelmingly preferred congruent conditions (83%). This difference came close to
reaching significance (/ test, z = 2.5, p = 1.2 x 10-3), and might have done so had the
sample sizes been larger.
For cells with a main effect of congruency, I calculated effect sizes using Cohen'sf
(Kirk, 1995)2. Effect sizes ranged from 0.10 to 0.36 in VLPFC, and from 0.08 to 0.31 in
2 The square of Cohen'sfis equal to the treatment variance divided by the error variance. The square root
of this ratio,f is therefore a measure of effect size. Cohen considered anfof 0.10 to be a small effect, anf
of .25 to be a medium-sized effect, and anf of 0.40 to be a large effect (Kirk, 1995). The formula for
converting the effect sizef into the proportion of the total variance explained by the treatment isf/(1 +f).
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ACC. In both areas, the strongest effects were observed during the late probe and second
choice object periods. In VLPFC, effect sizes during these two task periods ranged from
0.14 to 0.36, and the mean value forfwas 0.24; by contrast, the averagef-value during
the early probe period was 0. 12, and during the bar-release and post-release periods it
was 0.11. In ACC, effect sizes during the late probe and second choice object periods
ranged from 0.18 to 0.31. As in VLPFC, the mean value forf during these periods was
0.24, whereas it was 0.12 during the early probe period and 0.13 during the bar-release
and post-release periods.
Effect of response choice
A large number of cells in both VLPFC and ACC showed effects of the monkey's
behavioral choice in their activity. Some cells showed a stronger visual response to the
probe object, depending on whether or not it matched the sample (Fig. 17A). Many cells
showed increases in their firing rates during the late probe period of non-match trials.
Some of these cells produced a strong burst of firing that terminated before the offset of
the probe object (Fig. 17B), while others displayed a gradual ramping up of their firing
rates (Fig. 17C-D). Several cells displayed different levels of activity immediately
preceding bar release, depending on whether the release occurred after the probe object or
the second choice object. I, therefore, found it useful to analyze the effect of response
type during all of the task periods that came after the onset of the probe object.
In VLPFC, 59 of the 114 cells (52%) showed an effect of response type during the
early probe period, bar-release period, or post-release period. Using t tests to compare
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Thus, a small effect (f= 0.10) explains about 1% of the variance, a medium-sized effect (f= 0.25) explains
about 6% of the variance, and a large effect (f= 0.40) explains about 14% of the variance.
the average firing rate during the late probe period of non-match trials to the average
firing rate immediately after the early probe period of match trials (see Methods), I
identified an additional 18 VLPFC cells with significant decision-related responses. Of
the 59 VLPFC cells I analyzed using ANOVAs, 47 (80%) showed a main effect of
response type. Throughout all task periods analyzed, VLPFC cells with main effects of
response type consistently preferred non-match trials: During the early probe period,
only 3 of 10 cells showing main effects preferred match trials. During the late probe
period, 27 of 41 cells (66%) preferred non-match trials, and 29 of 38 cells (76%)
preferred non-match trials during the bar-release period (only 3 cells showed a main
effect of response type during the post-release period).
In ACC, 29 of 80 cells (36%) showed an effect of response type during the early
probe period, bar-release period, or post-release period. Of these 29 cells, 19 (66%)
showed a main effect. An additional 19 ACC cells had a significant effect of response
type during the late probe period of non-match trials, according to t tests. I found no
significant difference between the proportions of decision-related ACC and VLPFC cells
(j 2 test, z = 1.1, p = 0.28). As in VLPFC, cells in ACC with a main effect of response
type tended to prefer non-match trials during the early and late probe periods. Only 2 of
8 cells showed a preference for match trials during the early probe period, and only 8 of
33 cells (240%X) preferred match trials during the late probe period. During the bar release
period, however, 11 of the 15 ACC cells (73%) with a main effect of response type
preferred match trials. Thus, although the percentage of cells showing a main effect of
response type was statistically the same for ACC and VLPFC (2 test, z = 1.4, p = 0.17),
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the proportions favoring match and non-match trials were significantly different (2 test,
z =3.4,p < 7.9 x 10-4).
Discussion
In this experiment, I attempted to confirm and extend the hypothesis that VLPFC
neurons preferentially represent relevant information (Rainer et al., 1998). I also
attempted to learn whether the representation of relevant information and the
representation of categorical membership described by Rainer, Freedman, and co-
workers (Freedman et al., 2001, 2002; Rainer et al., 1998) were manifestations of a
general mechanism in VLPFC for directing attention selectively to one or another of an
object's attributes. Additionally, I evaluated a model of ACC and lateral PFC
functioning advanced by Cohen and colleagues (Botvinick et al., 2001, 2004; Cohen et
al., 1990; MacDonald et al., 2000) that has garnered support from human functional
imaging, but has not been tested extensively using single-unit electrophysiology methods.
Below, I review the behavioral and neurophysiological results of this experiment, and
discuss their implications for our understanding of VLPFC and ACC functioning.
Behavioral performance
Verifying that the monkey was performing the task using the appropriate strategy was
a major concern for this experiment. Because she performed well above chance on both
congruent and incongruent trials, and did so consistently from day to day, it seems
unlikely that she could have used any other strategy to solve the task. Still, I considered
the possibility that she might have memorized all the specific sample/test object
combinations for each attribute-matching block. That possibility seems highly unlikely
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for the following reasons: First, the task design discouraged memorization because half
of the sample/test object pairs required a match response in one block, and a non-match
response in the other block. The monkey still might have memorized specific
combinations of instruction-trial cues, sample objects, and test objects; but this
explanation seems implausible because the instruction trials appeared at the beginning of
a block of trials, and so were remote in time from many of the incongruent trials that the
monkey performed correctly. Second, I used a large number of sample/test object
combinations for each block. For each sample object, there were 145 different probe
objects that could follow. Besides making it much more difficult to memorize all the
conditions, this approach also encouraged the monkey to use a retrospective memory
strategy (remembering the relevant sample attribute during the delay) rather than a
prospective memory strategy (anticipating the matching test object or a small set of
matching objects). One benefit of encouraging the monkey to adopt a retrospective
memory strategy was that it made the cognitive demands during the sample and delay
periods equivalent for both types of attribute-matching block. Third, each day I chose
two new sample orientations and two new sample colors to generate a novel set of four
sample stimuli. During the animal's training, I verified that she performed as well with
novel sample sets as with familiar ones, with no evidence of a learning curve. For these
reasons, I rejected the hypothesis that the monkey had memorized all the task conditions,
and concluded that she could only have performed the task by attending to the relevant
attribute.
Analysis of the monkey's behavior on match trials revealed two interesting results.
First, despite the monkey's unmistakable mastery of the task, her performance was
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powerfully and adversely affected by interference from the irrelevant attribute. This
interference produced consistent and significant deficits in both accuracy and reaction
time. The irrelevant attribute, however, could also have facilitated performance, as I
observed when I compared instruction trials (single-attribute comparison) to congruent
DMSA trials (dual-attribute comparison). This facilitation was apparent in the monkey's
reaction times but not her accuracy, probably because of a ceiling effect.
Second, the monkey required significantly more time to identify matching colors than
matching orientations. This result seems unlikely be due to difficulty ignoring the
probe's orientation when color was relevant, because I observed an effect of equivalent
size during instruction trials, when the sample objects had only one attribute available for
comparison with the probe. The reaction-time cost associated with color matching,
however, was much smaller (though still significant) for congruent DMSA trials.
Because I believe that the irrelevant attribute facilitated performance in these conditions,
it is possible that the orientation attribute significantly improved performance in
congruent color-matching trials, helping to close the gap. It is also possible that on some
fraction of these trials, the monkey was paying attention to the probe's orientation rather
than its color, thereby lowering the reaction time average. When I plotted the distribution
of reaction times during congruent color-matching trials, however, it was unimodal rather
than bimodal, suggesting this explanation was not valid.
On non-match trials, I again observed a significant decrease in response accuracy for
incongruent DMSA conditions, and (when color was relevant) an improvement in
response accuracy for congruent conditions. These results were consistent with what I
found for match trials, but other behavioral metrics were different. Instead of a reaction-
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time increase when color was the relevant attribute, I saw a small reaction-time decrease.
Also, reaction times were longer on incongruent trials than on congruent trials. These
results were somewhat surprising because all the monkey needed to do on non-match
trials was detect the second choice object, and she had several hundred milliseconds to
prepare. These reaction-time effects must have resulted from prior events in the trial,
possibly reflecting inhibitory processes that were deactivated more slowly for certain sets
of conditions.
Neuronal responses
Although the monkey had extensive experience with the task prior to recording, her
pattern of mistakes and slower reaction times on incongruent conditions suggested that
she still found the task challenging. The same was also suggested by the fact that the
firing rates of nearly all the cells I sampled (94% in VLPFC, and 99% in ACC) were
significantly shifted from baseline during various task epochs. Both cortical areas
appeared to be strongly activated by the cognitive demands of the task.
Strong attribute selectivity was found in VLPFC and, somewhat surprisingly, in ACC
as well, although attribute-selective responses were less common in ACC than VLPFC.
ACC is not a recipient of direct visual cortical afferents, but it shares connections with
numerous prefrontal areas, as well as perirhinal cortex (Vogt and Pandya, 1987), that
could relay visual information. VLPFC does receive direct visual input from inferior
temporal cortex (Webster et al., 1994), and also shares connections with medial temporal
cortex and other prefrontal areas. I found significantly more orientation-selective
responses than color-selective responses in VLPFC, the reason for which is unclear. A
difficult task might be expected to activate more cortical neurons than an easy task, but
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the monkey's behavioral data suggest that she was slightly better at matching orientation
than matching color.
Approximately one third of the attribute-selective neurons in both areas were
selective both for both attributes during the same task period, but very few neurons were
selective for specific combinations of sample color and orientation. Instead, it seemed
for the most part that information about the two attributes was encoded separately. Two
thirds of the attribute-selective cells, then, behaved like the category-selective cells
described by Freedman and colleagues (Freedman et al., 2001, 2002) because one set of
visual distinctions was discriminated and the other set was ignored. I found little
evidence, however, that these categorical representations of attribute value were altered
by changes in the relevance of that attribute. Only a handful of cells in either area had
significant interaction effects with the matching rule during the sample and delay periods,
as measured by three-way ANOVAs. In contrast to the experiment by Rainer and co-
workers, in which selective attention to a spatial location changed the neural response to
a particular array of objects (Rainer et al., 1998), selective attention to one or another of
an objects' attributes did not change the object's neural representation. It appears, then,
that sometimes irrelevant information about visual objects is represented in lateral PFC.
Additional work is needed to specifically determine how and when irrelevant information
jis excluded from neuronal representations of visual stimuli in PFC.
It is certainly possible that the attribute-selective responses I observed were driven
strictly by the visual properties of the sample stimuli, and that high-order cognitive
processing involving attribute relevance occurred elsewhere. Many neurons, however,
that were selective for a particular color or orientation during the DMSA task were not
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selective for stimuli with those same attribute values during instruction trials, and vice
versa. I also observed differences in neurons' overall firing rate during DMSA trials and
instruction trials, even during the ITI and fixation periods. Thus, factors other than visual
stimulus properties did affect these neurons' responses.
During each block of DMSA trials, the monkey had to remember the current
matching rule to perform well. Because the monkey's accuracy on incongruent trials was
so high, I can assume that this information was maintained in working memory and
updated whenever the matching rule changed. I found no evidence of active maintenance
of the current matching rule during the ITI and fixation periods in either VLPFC or ACC,
however. By contrast, Asaad and co-workers, using a similar blocked experimental
design, reported that task-selective baseline activity was common (Asaad et al., 2000). It
is possible that the difference between their findings and ours is due to the fact that their
blocks were much longer (100-200 trials), or that their lateral PFC recording site was
slightly dorsal and posterior to ours, encompassing more of the cortical area around the
principal sulcus. In a study by Wallis and colleagues using a DMS task with two
matching rules, rule-selective neurons tended to be mapped around the principal sulcus
rather than on the surface of the inferior prefrontal convexity (IPC; Wallis et al., 2001).
Dorsolateral PFC and possibly pre-motor cortex (Wallis and Miller, 2003) were probably
more critical for maintaining information about the matching rule in this task.
During the sample and delay periods, I found a few more cells in each area with a
main effect of rule in the three-way ANOVAs. Only in ACC did the number of rule-
selective neurons represent a significant fraction of the total; but the overall proportion
was still small (10%). Based on these results, and on the finding that attribute relevance
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had little effect on attribute selectivity in either area, it seems unlikely that the
contributions of VLPFC and ACC to task performance depended greatly on attribute
relevance, at least during the sample and delay periods.
Once the probe object appeared after the delay, the monkey had to compare it to the
sample object and decide whether or not to release the bar. Knowledge of the current
matching rule was essential to that process. In ACC, the percentage of cells having main
effects of rule was the same after probe onset as before, but in VLPFC the proportion of
rule-selective cells increased significantly (2 test, z = 2.6, p < 0.01). Both areas also
contained a large number of cells whose activity was strongly modulated by the
monkey's response choice; indeed, the strongest task-related effects I observed, in
addition to cells' attribute-selectivity, were these decision-related responses. These
results suggest a role in response selection for both areas. In particular, it suggests a
more active role for VLPFC than simply representing the visual properties of stimuli and
maintaining that information on-line. A study by Rushworth and colleagues found that
following lesions of the VLPFC that included the posterior portion of the IPC, monkeys
were impaired at re-learning a simultaneous match-to-sample task, and adding delays to
the task did not degrade performance further (Rushworth et al., 1997). Not only did this
indicate that "ventral prefrontal cortex is not essential for working memory," it suggested
that VLPFC was important for stimulus comparison and selection, a view that is
consistent with other lesion and imaging studies in monkeys and humans (Eacott and
Gaffan, 1992; Passingham et al., 2000; Petrides et al., 2002).
As noted earlier, Cohen and colleagues (Botvinick et al., 2001, 2004; Carter et al.,
1998; Cohen et al., 1990; MacDonald et al., 2000) have proposed that the lateral PFC
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mediates the allocation of selective attention, while the ACC monitors behavior and
activates the lateral PFC when it detects a need for increased executive control. If so, I
expected that ACC neurons would discriminate between congruent and incongruent
conditions, and that they would produce higher rates of firing when incongruent
conditions are detected. Further, I expected this discrimination between congruent and
incongruent conditions to be a cardinal property of ACC, given its well-documented
activation in a variety of response-conflict paradigms. The current study confirms that a
significant percentage (31%) of ACC cells were indeed congruency-selective, but an
equally large percentage of VLPFC cells were congruency-selective as well, and the
range of effect sizes observed was similar for both areas. Moreover, the majority of cells
that preferred incongruent conditions were in VLPFC, not ACC. The increase in VLPFC
activation during incongruent trials may reflect a role in imposing an attentional 'set' as
opposed to resolving conflicting response impulses (Banich et al., 2000; Milham et al.,
2001). The finding that ACC tended to be more active during congruent conditions,
however, is puzzling and difficult to resolve with most of the imaging and
electrophysiological literature (see Ridderinkhof et al., 2004, for review). Interpreting
the role of ACC strictly in terms of monitoring response conflict, however, may be taking
too narrow a view of its function. It may also be required for the "resolution of prior
inhibition" (:i.e., when a response that had been actively suppressed must be permitted
once again; Ruff et al., 2001). In the DMSA task, there is a 50% chance on any DMSA
trial that the trial condition will be incongruent, so the monkey must always be ready to
suppress a response to the irrelevant attribute. Of course, because the matching rule
changes from one block to the next, the suppression of responses to a formerly irrelevant
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attribute will frequently be reversed. I speculate that if a mechanism for re-activating
previously inhibited responses exists in the ACC, then perhaps it is sometimes triggered
inadvertently by the occurrence of a congruent trial. The tendency to respond to the
irrelevant attribute would then be facilitated early, before the matching rule switches. If
so, this might produce faster reaction times for congruent trials than instruction trials,
which is consistent with the behavior that I observed. A report by Swainson and co-
workers has described two foci in ACC that appeared to play different roles in a task-
switching paradigm that involved alternately making and withholding responses to visual
stimuli (Swainson et al., 2003). The more anterior ACC focus was activated only when
the rule switched from 'go' to 'wait,' and thus seemed to be involved in suppressing an
automatic response tendency (a condition characteristic of all response-conflict
paradigms). The more posterior ACC area was activated only when the rule switched
from 'wait' to 'go,' suggesting that it enabled the release of the previously suppressed
response. The fact that so many of the cells in ACC preferred congruent conditions may
indicate that I recorded from a subdivision of ACC whose function is more closely
related to undoing prior inhibition than detecting response conflict. A functional role in
undoing prior inhibition might also account for the fact that among ACC cells with a
main effect of decision during the bar-release period, the majority had higher firing rates
during match trials; by contrast, the majority of decision-selective cells in VLPFC had
higher levels of activity during non-match trials.
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Conclusions
Neuronal activity in VLPFC and in ACC was strongly modulated by task demands, as
evidenced by shifts in firing rates from baseline frequencies in relation to task events, and
by the large percentage of neurons in both areas that were selective for sample attribute
values, attribute-response congruency, and response choice. Sample attribute dimensions
were represented almost entirely independently of one another, even in cells that were
selective for both sample orientation and sample color. For VLPFC, these results are
consistent with a proposed functional role in comparing visual stimuli and selecting an
associated response; the fact that attribute dimensions were represented independently
might facilitate making categorical discriminations along one dimension but not the
other. Attribute selectivity neither vanished nor diminished during blocks in which the
attribute was irrelevant, however, meaning that the allocation of attention to that attribute
was either reflected in other brain regions that I did not explore, or that it was
accomplished in a different manner than by suppressing neuronal responses to the
unattended phenomenon. Others have proposed neuronal synchronization as a
mechanism for selective attention (Fries et al., 2001; Tallon-Baudry, 2004); I did not
analyze correlations between different neurons, or between spike trains and local field
potentials, so I cannot address this possibility. Neither VLPFC nor ACC played a direct
role in maintaining the current matching rule in memory, but the frequency of rule-
selective responses in VLPFC increased after the probe appeared, which is consistent
with the idea that VLPFC analyzes and compares visual stimuli in the context of ongoing
task demands and behavioral decision-making.
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The role of the ACC in performing this task remains somewhat difficult to interpret,
based on the data described here. Although I found fewer attribute-selective cells there
than in VLPFC, such cells were by no means rare. The part these stimulus
representations play in ACC functioning is not yet clear. Assuming VLPFC is directly
involved in comparing stimulus attributes and activating associated responses, I can
imagine there might be distinct "go" networks for the various possible attribute matches,
and that viewing particular sample objects might pre-potentiate one or more of these
networks. In that case, the recruitment of ACC to monitor potential response conflicts
might also begin when the sample is presented, and it might reflect the particular
response conflicts already suggested by the sample object's attributes, producing
"attribute-selective" neuronal activity. While VLPFC may play a more direct role in
selecting or inhibiting responses based on visual comparisons, the ACC may contribute to
these processes by helping to re-activate previously suppressed responses.
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Table 1A: Accuracy and Reaction Times for Match Trials
Number Mean Reaction
Of Trials Accuracy Time (msec)
Instruction Trials
Orientation Relevant 1333 99.6% 328.9 ± 0.07
Color Relevant 1254 97.1% 361.2 ± 0.09
Either Attribute 2587 98.4% 344.3 ± 0. 04
DMSA Trials
Congruent
Orientation Relevant 1778 99.6% 320.4 0.04
Color Relevant 1740 98.6% 327.6 0.06
Either Attribute 3518 99.1% 323.9 + 0.02
Incongruent
Orientation Relevant 1739 83.8% 368.6 0.09
Color Relevant 1815 84.2% 398.2 + 0.10
Either Attribute 3554 84.0% 383.7 + 0.05
Table 1 B: Accuracy and Reaction Times for Non-Match Trials
Number Mean Reaction
Of Trials Accuracy Time (msec)
Instruction Trials
Orientation Relevant 1185 98.1% 200.8 0.11
Color Relevant 1307 92.2% 195.0 + 0.10
Either Attribute 2492 95.0% 197.9 + 0.05
DMSA Trials
Congruent
Orientation Relevant 1599 97.4% 188.0 0.08
Color Relevant 1633 97.7% 184.8 0.08
Either Attribute 3232 97.6% 186.4 0.04
Incongruent
Orientation Relevant 1703 86.4% 201.5 + 0.08
Color Relevant 1742 83.8% 186.5 0.07
Either Attribute 3445 85.1% 194.0 + 0.04
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B
Fig. 1. MRI images showing the placement of the
recording chambers: (A), coronal section
showing where the chamber was centered over
the VLPFC, as indicated by the two red arrows.
The diagram on the right shows how the well was
placed over the inferior prefrontal convexity,
below the principal sulcus. (B), mid-sagittal
section showing the sulcal and callosal landmarks
used to center the ACC chamber. The red
arrows indicate the anterior and posterior extent
of the well.
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Fig. 2. Diagrams of the sequence of events in a trial.
(A), example of an instruction trial for a color-
matching block. (B), example of an instruction trial
for an orientation-matching block.
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Fig. 5. A VLPFC cell with stronger responses to sample stimuli during instruction trials
(n = 145) than.during DMSA trials (n = 356): Wilcoxon rank sum test, p < 2.6 x 10-8.
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Fig. 6. Behavioral data for match trials: (A), performance accuracy; (B), mean reaction
times. Data for congruent DMSA trials, instruction trials, and incongruent DMSA trials are
grouped separately and broken down by matching rule. Striped bars: orientation is relevant.
Solid bars: color is relevant. Significant differences based on matching rule are indicated by
asterisks: * p < 1 0 -5; *** p < 10-25.
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times. Data for congruent DMSA trials, instruction trials, and incongruent DMSA trials are
grouped separately and broken down by matching rule. Striped bars: orientation is relevant.
Solid bars: color is relevant. Significant differences based on matching rule are indicated by
asterisks: * p < 10-5; *** p < 10-25.
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Fig. 16. Congruency-selective cells: (A), VLPFC cell that prefers
incongruent conditions during the late probe period; (B), ACC cell that
prefers congruent conditions during the early probe period.
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